Where the Bodies Are Buried

Where the Bodies Are Buried is the latest
work from Scottish crime writer
Christopher Brookmyre, best known for his
comic crime novels. His latest book is just
as richly Scottish as his earlier work, but it
is his grittiest and most realistic novel
yet.When small-time heroin dealer Jai
McDiarmid turns up dead one fine
Glasgow morning, no one is that surprised
- hed been sleeping with a drug traffickers
girlfriend and had made himself a lot of
enemies - so many, in fact, that Detective
Superintendent Catherine McLeod doesnt
know where to start when she is assigned
to the case. Meanwhile, out-of-work actress
Jasmine Sharp is doing her best to be a
private investigator, but her PI mentor
Uncle Jim, who was meant to be showing
her the ropes, has just disappeared in
mysterious circumstances. She begins
looking at the open cases that Jim was
investigating - which sends her into
trouble, fast. And when she soon finds out
that Jims disappearance has something to
do with Jais death, she teams up with
Catherine - and together they stumble upon
an old open case which throws everything
into question. In Glasgow, nothing is quite
what it seems.

We know where the bodies are buried. Who coined this phrase? : I am guessing someone with organized crime. But I
will see what the phraseWhere the Bodies are Buried is mainstream Glasgow noir, and it proves [Brookmyre] to be just
as excellent at the gritty, serious end of the genre as he was dispensing manic humour (The Times) Prodigiously funny
and inventive, here he takes crime fans exactly where they want to go (Daily Telegraph)Ive been an accountant with this
company for over 50 years, so trust me, I know where all the bodies are buried. He climbed to power because he knew
where As the peace process got under way, the I.R.A. agreed to help locate bodies that its members had buried in
hidden graves during the seventies.Where the Bodies are Buried (Jasmine Sharp, book 1) by Chris Brookmyre - book
cover, description, publication history.Fox Hollow Farm, a lush million-dolar suburban Indianapolis estate, had 18 acres
of lawns, a fabulous swimming pooland thousands of human bones buried inThe New York Times bestselling author of
The Westies and Paddy Whacked offers a front-row seat at the trial of Whitey Bulger, and an intimate view of the world
Two women investigatorsa veteran police detective with a distant husband and two young boys and a struggling actress
working for her Where the Bodies are Buried BY Chris Brookmyre Little, Brown, ?17.99. - 4 min - Uploaded by
Arizona HighwaysArizona Highways contributing photographer Mark Lipczynski discusses his Where the Bodies
Where the Bodies are Buried is mainstream Glasgow noir, and it proves him to be just as excellent at the gritty, serious
end of the genre as heWhere the Bodies are Buried has 1 rating and 1 review. Doug said: This story is available on this
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micro-story (560 words) the President anThe idiom know where the bodies are buried is often used in business. The
earliest known use of the phrase is in the American film Citizen Kane, directed by Orson Welles. In it, Kanes widow
says, You can learn a lot from him. He knows where the bodies are buried.Where the Bodies Are Buried: Christopher
Brookmyre: 8601404524196: Books - . - 6 minSEC: Finding Where the Bodies are Buried. 11:13 AM ET Tue, 22 Jan
2013. CNBCs Gary When small-time heroin dealer Jai McDiarmid turns up dead one fine Glasgow morning, no one is
that surprised - hed been sleeping with a drug traffickers Where the bodies are buried. Whether youre alive or dead, Sue
Black knows who you are as dozens of murderers and war criminals have
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